DIVISION 7 – CREATIVE ART
Project made from objects, paper mache, et al.
Finished exhibit is 3 dimensional.
Class:

DIVISION 9- SCULPTURE
A project made from wood, soapstone, wire,
clay, etc. (Please enter functional clay piece in
Crafts, DIVISION 3, Ceramics-Originals. For
example: vases, bowls, cups, coasters etc.)
Class:
510901 5-7 years old (competitive)
510902 8-11 years old
510903 12-14 years old
510904 15-19 years old
Best of Show

510701 5-7 years old (competitive)
510702 8-11 years old
510703 12-14 years old
510704 15-19 years old
Best of Show
DIVISION 8 – MIXED MEDIA
Project made from two or more mediums. For
example: paint and pencil, watercolor and ink,
marker and crayon. Finished project in one
dimensional.
Class:
510801 5-7 years old (competitive)
510802 8-11 years old
510803 12-14 years old
510804 15-19 years old
Best of Show

SUPERINTENDENT:

DIVISION 10 – ALL OTHER ART
Identify the specific type of art on the entry
form. Maximum of 2 entries. To be in this class
the exhibit cannot meet the criteria in any other
class description. Note: For Recycled Art see
Environmental Resources, DIVISION 5.
Class:
511001 5-7 years old (competitive)
511002 8-11 years old
511003 12-14 years old
511004 15-19 years old
Best of Show

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT 52

Steve Fuller
810-399-9593
Fullerstevenj@gmail.com

Learning Objective: To encourage youth to explore, investigate and experience new events/occurrences
through the studies of various sciences.
Rules:
1. The exhibitor may NOT display any animal/human or parts of an animal / human in their exhibit
unless prior approval is given by the Fair Board. In lieu of this, it is recommended that the exhibitor
construct a model, etc.
2. Exhibitor may choose to develop an educational presentation, illustrating knowledge in one of the
areas such as anatomy, physiology, sanitation, causes of diseases and immunology.
3. A project may not be entered as an individual exhibit and as part of a team or club exhibit.
However, an exhibitor may show an individual project as well as be in a team or club project with a
different exhibit. Maximum of one entry per class.
Placings and Awards:
Divisions 1& 2: 1-6 Strip Ribbons and Premium Money.
Best of Show: 1-6 Rosettes, First Place- $5.00 and Trophy
DO NOT PRE-REGISTER FOR BEST OF SHOW CLASSES
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DIVISION 1 – VETERINARY SCIENCE
This exhibit demonstrates the study and
examination of animals and animal diseases.
Class:
520101 Notebook and Trifold Display
520102 Trifold display related to any Veterinary
Science project
520103 Experiment or Research Project. Must
be an experiment that has never been
done before, or, if you are conducting a
re-test, state the reason for it. Any
process may be altered to create a new
experiment.
520104 Essay: At least 500 words on an
experience relating to veterinary
medicine/science (e.g. my trip to the zoo
hospital or observing of a procedure and
what it has taught you) Veterinary
Science Achievement
Best of Show

Class:
520201 Notebook and Trifold Display
520202 Trifold display related to any Human
Science project
520203 Experiment or Research Project. Must
be an experiment that has never been
done before, or, if you are conducting a
re-test, state the reason for it. Any
process may be altered to create a new
experiment.
Best of Show

DIVISION 2- HUMAN SCIENCE
This exhibit demonstrates the study and
examination of humans and human diseases.
CITIZENSHIP
DEPARTMENT 53
SUPERINTENDENT: Lisa Keen
734-634-7915
Lkeen2008@yahoo.com
Learning Objective: To encourage youth to be involved in their communities through service to others
or political activities.
Rules: These are exhibits that demonstrate serving or learning about their community. Maximum of 2
entries per division. Exhibitor must include both a notebook and trifold display. Sign up for judging time
on Judging Saturday. Please dress appropriately for your business interview.
Placings and Awards:
Division 1: 1-6 Strip Ribbons and Premium Money.
Best of Show: 1-6 Rosettes, First Place- $5.00 and Trophy
DIVISION 1-CITIZENSHIP
Exhibits must show evidence of one of the
following activities: field trip with
club/family/school, service project, Capital
Experience, Exploration Days, Discovery Day,
Citizenship Washington Focus, Wonders of
Washington, Interstate Exchange, LABO, IFYE or
International programs

Class:
530101 5-7 years old (competitive)
530102 8-11 years old
530103 12-14 years old
530104 15-19 years old
Best of Show
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